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 Net APIs and a lot of customization at [www.margert.com]( or [www.accounting-software.org]( The results of the 2018 research show:•That MargERP is the most powerful business tool, with a maximum confidence index of 80.1%•Nearly half of the respondents (47%) cite MargERP's project planning and planning and control functionality as the most impressive•The majority of the respondents
(84%) strongly disagree with the statement that "it is very difficult to choose software which meets my business requirements".•Profitability is the most important factor for the respondents to make a purchase of accounting software. Only 13% of the respondents claim to be satisfied with their current software.•Marketing comes second, with 15% being satisfied.• Survey responses from the 5

continents show that about 44% of respondents are based in Europe. The other dominant continents are: North America (32%), Asia (14%), and South America (8%).•The respondents from these 3 continents do not differ in their opinion of MargERP. All continents provide similar ratings of the software. 1. Introduction {#sec0005} =============== MargERP is a complete business management
solution for manufacturing organizations, that includes Accounting, Billing, GST, ERP, Inventory Management, Manufacturing, Digital Payments, .Net APIs and a lot of customization for your specific business needs. MargERP includes both the free MargERP software, as well as the MargERP Server, available at an additional monthly fee. The free software version can be installed on one computer

and utilized by up to 100 users and is free for small businesses and universities. MargERP Server has a nominal monthly fee, and is available for commercial organizations with more than 100 users. The monthly fee is usually paid via an annual contract, which is renewable at any time. The MargERP Server is available with a 1 year or a 3 year contract. A good marketing campaign that includes
targeted online advertising and digital marketing can significantly increase sales and revenues. A good marketing campaign must take advantage of the online purchasing trends of today, and focus on the main reasons people buy a product, and tailor the marketing messages to those reasons. Digital marketing can be done both by means of email marketing campaigns, and digital media advertising, such
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